Lesson 5

1 Game: Counting animals.

2 Song: 4 little birds. Listen and sing.

4 little birds! 2 little birds!
Up in a tree. Up in a tree.
1 flies away, 1 flies away,
Now there are 3. Now there is 1.

3 little birds!
Up in a tree.
1 flies away,
Now there are 2.

3 little birds! 1 little bird!
Up in a tree. Up in a tree.
1 flies away, 1 flies away,
Now there are 2. Now there are none.

3 Worksheet 23. Trace the shapes. Count and say the number.

Language
1, 2, 3, 4
square, circle, triangle, rectangle
cat, dog, mouse, bird

Lesson 6

1 Game: You’re a cat.

2 Game: Guess the animal.

3 Photocopiable 18, TB. Cut, stick and say.

Language
cat, dog, mouse, bird